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Over the past 47 years – We Americans have become
accustomed to describing nearly every political scandal as a
particular president’s personal “Watergate”.
We had “Reagan’s Watergate”, “Bush’s Watergate” –
“Clinton’s Watergate” – “Obama’s” – and on and on.
So now we have someone breaking into the headquarters of
the DNC before a presidential election to steal documents
from the party – Haven’t we seen this movie before?
Is this Trump’s “Watergate”?
And right on cue – the Sanders supporters are now taking to
the streets to protest that the election was rigged based
upon these stolen emails – which is exactly what whoever
stole them wanted to happen.
The people behind the stealing of the emails have just
dumped a huge pile of shit on the Democratic convention.
And the Sanders supporters are walking right into their shit.
I gave money to Sanders but ended up voting for Clinton in

the end as I felt she would be a far more effective president.
Because she was a member of the party and she was
connected to both Washington as well as every major leader
internationally. Where she and Obama get very high marks.
How could anyone be surprised that the DNC didn’t fully
support Sanders when he wasn’t a member of their party?
And Clinton won the popular vote by a huge margin.
But all of this is completely missing the point.
Everyone needs to get past the Sanders stuff and realize
that this is a scandal of possibly gigantic proportions.
It looks like Russia is involved – while Trump is making
statements about not supporting eastern European NATO
countries in the same week? Trump has praised Putin in the
past as a great leader and he has kept copies of Hitler’s
speeches by his bedside (according to his first wife).
For this to come out within a couple of days of the
Democratic convention is hardly a coincidence.
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I'm not a conspiracy freak (I think Oswald acted alone).
But this is all really creepy – and way beyond what even the
lowest levels of the Republican Party might do – but
nowhere near as low as Donald Trump might go.
As for Trump – winning or making the deal is everything!
Now this may just be wild speculation on my part – but even
if there was no connection between Trump and Putin just the
fact that Putin did it to help Trump is pretty staggering news.
The world's worst Tyrant supporting an American political
candidate by stealing files from the competition and getting
them published on the internet. That's pretty terrible stuff.
There could be nothing here at all…
But then again – It has happened before.
And you can bet the FBI & CIA are hitting it hard right now…
Gilbert Hetherwick hetherwick@me.com www.GILBERTHETHEWICK.com
Please write to be put on or taken off of my list.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR…
Confabulations Republican Party! Your reality TV show has
anointed its leader and He appointed Mike the baptist who
mumbled humbly before Him, pre- convention, “ Are you the
one who is to come, or should we look for another?”
“I have a message for ALL of you. I am your voice”, He
declared unto the world. “I am the law and order.” He held
His tiny hands aloft in proclamation, “The day after I take the
oath of office the laws of the United States will be enforced.
I know the time has come for action. I alone can fix it. I
make this promise; I am going to make this country rich,
again! I will win for you. Believe Me.”
I predict the saga of this Republican Convention will become
the #3 Best Selling book ever written after The Bible and The
Art of the Deal, of course.
So I say, “Confabulations to the 2016 Republican Party and
to all in Cleveland who came to adore Him. You’ve given the
Democratic Party a winning slogan. “Not Insane.”
If only Roger Ailes could have been there. We really have
him to thank for Trump.
Alex Miller alexmilleradvocates@gmail.com
AND CLICK HEAR FOR FREE MUSIC DOWNLOADS OF SOME OF MY
MUSIC AT www.HETHERWICK-MUSIC.com
OR FOR A WEEKEND OF RELAXATION AND ROMANCE GO TO
www.GROUSEHOUES.net !

